Bradford DAB Network PIONEER LAUNCH STATIONS
Name of Service

Description

DSP/CDSP

West Yorkshire Radio

Pop music from the last 6 decades, fun and quality broadcasting with a local feel. ENGLISH
LANGUAGE

DSP

Asian Star Radio

Bollywood to Bhangra and anything in between targeted towards the younger generation.

DSP

Vibe Yorkshire

A mixture of dance, urban and pop music

DSP

Voice of Islam

A station for the Ahmadiyya Muslim community. This is a minority community who have a history of
being persecuted and need a voice to support each other. This stations parent is
a registered charity.

DSP

Life Radio UK

Life Radio UK will provide Christian programming including Bible teachings, personal testimonies, and
a variety of Christian music.

DSP

Gaydio

Gaydio is the world's biggest LGBT+ radio station. Homosexuality is a real taboo subject in the Asian
community with a large number of LGBT+Q Asian community remaining hidden. With Bradford having a
large south Asian heritage
community, it’s important for this community to have a voice.

DSP

Aspen Waite Radio

Aspen Waite play Indi/Rock and pop music with a slight male bias. They provide a full news service and
present live from
7am -1am. A station aimed at the financial trade.

DSP

(Station in
confidential section)

DSP

(Station in
confidential section)

.

DSP

A radio station creating a bridge between Mirpur and Azad Kashmir in Pakistan. The majority of
Pakistani’s residing in Bradford come from Mirpur and Spice FM has a studio in Bradford and one in
Mirpur, broadcasting to both places. Has
run a number of RSL’s in Bradford

DSP

After running a number of RSL’S in Bradford, Paradise FM would like to have a permanent presence on
the DAB network in Bradford. They will broadcast Islamic and social
programmes.

DSP

Programming that reflects the culture and traditions and music including poetry from the region of
Gujerat in Pakistan.

DSP

Radio Club Asia

After running a number of RSL broadcasts, Radio Club Asia will be launching in Bradford with urban beats
with an international flavour for the 15-30 year olds.

DSP

Sabrang Radio

Sabrang have run RSL stations in Bradford for a number of years and supported the Sikh faith. The
station will support Punjabi music and the Sikh faith through its broadcast.

Asian Air Radio

Asian Air plays music from Afghanistan and the Peshawar region of Pakistan, catering for the Pushto
speaking community of Bradford

DSP

Radio Sangam

Already a DSP licence holder and participating in a number of trial SSDAB stations, Radio Sangam is the
UKs most followed Asian Community radio station. The station plays a mixture of
music and current affairs programmes.

DSP

Sangam EXTRA

Playing alternative music including old school hits and bhangra music from the 80’s the station aims to
revive lost music aimed at the 40+ age range. The station will train local people in broadcasting and
journalism skills locally.

C-DSP

Spice FM

Paradise FM

Gujjar FM

C-DSP

Jalebi FM

A fun filled station aimed at young people with light-hearted laughter and music in every language
aimed at 15-30 year olds. Providing training and media skills

C-DSP

Radio MAC

Radio MAC is an OFCOM community radio station licence number CR102243BA/A. Radio MAC will
broadcast a community radio service to the Muslim and wider ethnic communities of Bradford.
They will broadcast on a C-DSP licence.

C-DSP

LINK FM

A community radio station based in Sheffield, Licence number CRR100157BA/1
Music. The main types of music broadcast over the course of each week are: Naat/ Nasheed/ Hamd,
Qawalli, Ghazal, pop, hip-hop, Asian film music, classical, folk and Bhangra.

DSP

Stations wishing to be considered for the future and be on the list, but heads of terms have not been signed yet.
Rhubarb Smoothies Radio

80’s music

DSP

Cosoro Radio

African Beats

DSP

Asian FX Radio

Urban Asian Beats

DSP

Panjab Radio

A Panjabi and English language-based radio

DSP

